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About This Game

Tired of working? You enjoy having a naughty fun on working hour???
Well, this game is for you!!!

Your name is Stefan, you are 22 years old. Just like any other fresh graduate with Bachelor of Arts in graphic design, you
immediately search for a graphic designer job. You are accepted in one of the biggest design firms in the city. Beginning from

the first day, you start to hate your job. Now start wasting time at work with crazy collections of naughty content.

Simple and fun game mechanic.
Play both short story and simulator mode.

Earn more money with a variety of mini-games.
Unlock video, story, software, gimmicks and more !!
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please use headphone when play this game. As an office worker, I can tell you that this is pretty much like it, except the
watching pr0n part. (at least I don't do it)

Simple, funny and kinky! Do you really need more?

It made me feel the thrill of almost getting caught. \u2764

ATTENTION!

Use your headphones or you'll have some explaining to do.. This game is totally awesome haha. I bought this game for
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 & giggles because I watched other youtubers such as Markiplier, EntoanThePack and
MattShea played this game. The gameplay is very fun and it's hilarious! Remember, try not to get caught by your co workers or
else you're fired. The only co-worker in the game doesn't snitch when you're having fun haha.. A surprisingly fun game with a
good difficulty curve. At the start I was getting fired for watching porn but later on I was getting fired for NOT watching any
porn. It's a careful balance all due to the fact that we play as a man who can't survive an hour without looking at some hot scissor
porn (literal scissors).

I expected little from this game but I am really surprised by how fun it is.. Hella funny and entertainning.
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It is a relitively fun game, especially when you get the hang of it. The only issue is that it's somewhat buggy when it comes to the
"contact" system. I found that Sora and Amber's bars didn't go up hardly at all no matter how many quests I did, how many
times I 'talked' to them, and got "caught" by them. It is a frustrating thing to say the least. I would hope the developers figure
something out and fix whatever is wrong with it, but given how old this game is now, I doubt they will. We can always hope,
though...

I'd still recommend this game for it's humour and easy, yet fun mechanics however.. Oh boy, this game knows how to make its
player's salty - and that's not a bad thing.
I finished this game in about 5.5 hours, but you could pretty easily do it in one sitting if you really know what you're doing.
The character design is extremely charming, and despite the simple style and 'story', it still allows for dynamic and different
characters.

There are some translation issues (the game was originally in Indo.), but this is commonplace for translated indie games. It's not
an issue and overall does not impede understanding or gameplay.

Overall, the game takes a simple mechanic a long way, and it's way more than meets they eye. It's saddening that there is not a
larger fanbase for this game! Easy way to lose some time; and yes, it is possible to get every achievement.

Totally recommended!

edit: good lord, please, for your own sake, WEAR HEADPHONE WHILE PLAYING THIS GAME.. My boss caught me
playing this game at work and he asked what was this game about. I told i was about procrastinating at work.
He laughed hard and said that i managed to achieve a new level of uselessness by double procrastinating.. just play it with
ear\/head-phone XD simple and good game. Simple and yet fun game, just need 1 button to play.
Please be careful with the game sound, so nobody suspect you watch porn movie.
Not safe to be played when you are not alone. :D. Having worked as an IT zombie, I know that a bunch of employee's do all
kinds of non work related things when nobody is watching, so now it's time to be on the other side of the desk! It's a very simple
game mechanic, but very challenging to NOT GET CAUGHT!

One thing I found while playing this on an airplane, is that headphones make it MUCH easier to hear footsteps, and cart wheels
before getting caught. That said, why was I playing this in public..... I'd like to be able to hear what the people murmering in the
office are saying about me. I've located the audio clip in the game files now all i need to do is reduce the static and enhance the
voices like they do is CSI... Seriously interested in what ever they're rambling about, will we ever know?
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